Three-dimensional intraoperative ultrasound of vascular malformations and supratentorial tumors.
The benefits and limits of a magnetic sensor-based 3-dimensional (3D) intraoperative ultrasound technique during surgery of vascular malformations and supratentorial tumors were evaluated. Twenty patients with 11 vascular malformations and 9 supratentorial tumors undergoing microsurgical resection or clipping were investigated with an interactive magnetic sensor data acquisition system allowing freehand scanning. An ultrasound probe with a mounted sensor was used after craniotomies to localize lesions, outline tumors or malformation margins, and identify supplying vessels. A 3D data set was obtained allowing reformation of multiple slices in all 3 planes and comparison to 2-dimensional (2D) intraoperative ultrasound images. Off-line gray-scale segmentation analysis allowed differentiation between tissue with different echogenicities. Color-coded information about blood flow was extracted from the images with a reconstruction algorithm. This allowed photorealistic surface displays of perfused tissue, tumor, and surrounding vessels. Three-dimensional intraoperative ultrasound data acquisition was obtained within 5 minutes. Off-line analysis and reconstruction time depends on the type of imaging display and can take up to 30 minutes. The spatial relation between aneurysm sac and surrounding vessels or the skull base could be enhanced in 3 out of 6 aneurysms with 3D intraoperative ultrasound. Perforating arteries were visible in 3 cases only by using 3D imaging. 3D ultrasound provides a promising imaging technique, offering the neurosurgeon an intraoperative spatial orientation of the lesion and its vascular relationships. Thereby, it may improve safety of surgery and understanding of 2D ultrasound images.